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INTRODUCTION
Even before COVID-19, the average sales

Talent gaps like these can derail sales

organization struggled to develop a world-

organizations, and during these fraught times

class talent strategy. Few had a holistic plan

they have become even more critical to analyze

that covered the creation of a pipeline of

and correct. In recent Korn Ferry research, over

highly qualified candidates through developing

a third of sales organizations identified talent

and retaining their existing talent. In fact,

gaps as one of their top challenges to address,

research from Korn Ferry’s 2019 World-Class

and only matched by operating inefficiencies and

Sales Practices Study showed that less than

competitor differentiation.

Top 2020 sales challenges
(collected during COVID-19)

a third (32%) of sales organizations believed
they had the right salespeople to meet their

It’s time for chief revenue officers and chief

business goals.

human resources officers to align on the

39%
38%
38%

Lack of differentation
vs. competitors

impact of a constantly changing world - and
what that means for sales roles and sales
talent moving forward.

Over a third of sales organizations
identified talent gaps as one of
their top challenges to address,
only matched by operating
inefficiencies and
competitor differentiation.

Ineffecincies in our
organization
Talent gaps within our
sales teams

33%
32%

Inability to generate
enough qualified leads
Lack of content aligned
to sales process
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KEY ISSUES 						
			IMPACTING
SALES TALENT

KEY ISSUES IMPACTING
SALES TALENT
While much has changed in the sales

guide will discuss, sellers also need to study

industry in the last year, the reality is that

changes in buyer behavior so that they know

the fundamentals of selling haven’t—it’s

how to evolve in response.

the execution of sales tactics that has. The
pandemic has had a profound impact on how

Today there’s more virtual selling occurring

work is being done today, and in many cases

than ever before, but this switch to remote

has accelerated trends that were already

sales hasn’t led to isolation. The reality is that

underway in sales organizations. For example,

the pandemic has made collaboration both

we’re seeing a mass shift to inside sales, and

easier and more critical. In the past, sellers

increased investment in tools and technology

spent an average of 15% of their time traveling.

to promote specific behavior changes. As this

Now they’ve filled that time with more internal
conversations. Forward-looking organizations
are considering how to simplify and maximize
that collaboration through behavior, tools,

In the past, sellers
spent an average
of 15% of their time
traveling. Now they’ve
filled that time
with more internal
conversations.

technology, and process, so that it’s easier to
perform tasks such as conducting deal reviews.
In all of this, the role of people is crucial. Talent
gaps have been derailing seller performance for
many years. Over the last few years, Korn Ferry
has identified a trend: high-performing sellers
carrying most of the weight.

According to
Korn Ferry’s
2018 Sales
Talent Study,
the top 20% of
salespeople
account for
more than
50% of an
organization’s
revenue.
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According to Korn Ferry’s 2018 Sales Talent

Korn Ferry’s research and expertise have

This guide is a set of articles based on Korn

Study, the top 20% of salespeople account

shown that leading sales organizations must do

Ferry’s recent webinar “The Future of Sales

for more than 50% of an organization’s

three things to survive today’s challenges and

Talent, Understand the Full Picture,” assembled

revenue. And year over year, the gap in

prepare for the future:

to give chief revenue and chief human resources

performance is becoming more conspicuous:

officers actionable strategies for tackling these

fewer people are driving sales performance.

key challenges and identifying what’s needed to

That’s in large part because buyers are
changing how they buy faster than sales
organizations are changing how they sell.
And within sales organizations, some sellers

01

Uncover the traits and

drive sales performance in the future.

competencies that have become
more prominent because of

Webinar attendees were also asked to submit

shifting industry trends.

questions; at the conclusion of this guide,

87%

are adjusting to these changes in buying

Korn Ferry’s subject matter experts share

patterns faster than others. As the world has

their responses.

grappled with the pandemic, the definition
of a “good” seller has changed even faster,
to the point where it’s getting away from
many sales organizations. The spotlight on

02

Close the gaps between the
sales talent they have today
and what they need to drive
future success.

sales talent has never been hotter, forcing
organizations to consider whether they have
the right people for the future.
Change is imperative. Whether it’s
accelerating change to develop a

03

Follow formal, data-driven
approaches to develop their
sales force.

competitive advantage or making changes to
survive, the commercial sector is undergoing

Organizations that follow this recipe will find

a massive transformation. Whatever changes

themselves well positioned to deliver sustainable

organizations make, the fundamental

growth as the world emerges from the pandemic.

bedrock for supporting them is talent.

Almost all sales
organizations are
experiencing significant
change; and more than
87% of them think that
more than 50% of that
change will be permanent.
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THE SALES
TALENT YOU
NEED TO THRIVE
THROUGH CHANGE

THE SALES TALENT
YOU NEED TO THRIVE
THROUGH CHANGE
In the middle of 2020, Korn Ferry Sales

things were before the pandemic is incredibly

Performance Research studied the ways that

low, so sales organizations need to prioritize

sales organizations have responded to the

preparation for the “next normal.” Forward-

pandemic so far. More than half of organizations

looking organizations need to do two things

reported that the way that work gets done in

when considering changes to required talent

their sales teams has materially changed in the

skills and mindset: understand the shifting needs

last six months. While this radical number isn’t

in the buyer’s journey and focus on enabling their

surprising, given the shift to virtual selling forced

sellers for digital selling.

by the pandemic, what is startling is that only
20% of sales organizations have acknowledged

Shifting Needs in the Buyer’s Journey

that change by amending their definition of
success for their salespeople.

To prepare for the future, sales organizations
need to start by understanding buyers. Today,

Change is hard work, particularly in the midst

buyers are more informed than they’ve ever

of an economic and social crisis. It’s especially

been. They engage later in the sales process, and

difficult to change mindsets and skills when the

they look at sellers differently. They no longer

focus is on keeping the business running day-

rely on experienced salespeople for information;

to-day. But the likelihood of a return to how

instead, they want to be inspired to buy. If they’re
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Digitally Enabled Sellers

not, they’ll continue looking elsewhere for the

focused on “What’s keeping you up at night?,”

information and inspiration they seek, only

they need to come to sales discussions armed

engaging with sellers after they’ve made their

with answers. They must bring data-driven

The COVID-19 era has catalyzed the shift

Thirdly, agile learning. Digitally enabled sales

buying decision.

insights. They must offer value to buyers. Korn

to a digitally enabled sales environment.

organizations deliver learning at the precise

Ferry calls this adding perspective. But it’s harder

This has accelerated the need for successful

moment their customers need it, at the point

To respond, selling organizations need a sales

to do than it sounds, and it requires sellers to be

sellers to acquire the skills adapt to, and

of work, and in a format that is tailored to

force equipped with a different set of skills.

equipped with different skills than they’ve had in

excel in, this environment.

individual seller preferences.

Instead of asking buyers a series of questions

the past.
Digital selling goes far beyond having a Zoom
The seller of the future has changed a lot from

log-in; it’s underpinned by technology around

older and familiar selling profiles. For example,

three key areas:

sellers traditionally have needed a strong sense

Korn Ferry sales
talent assessment
data shows that
sellers’ learning agility
must be very high if
they are to succeed.
They must be able to
consume and analyze
data rapidly and then
offer their customers
personalized insights.

of emotional intelligence, or EQ: they needed to

Firstly, customer interactions. Successful sales

be able to influence people, navigate challenging

organizations build customer relationships

situations and get meetings. They had to be

through a spectrum of digital channels, such

able to build connections and relationships with

as online videoconferencing platforms, social

buyers. And while this remains important, the

networks, and chat bots. The larger and more

pendulum has swung to the other side: now a

complex a customer is, the more channels that

seller’s IQ is equally, if not more, important. In

will likely be needed to engage them.

addition, Korn Ferry sales talent assessment data
shows that sellers’ learning agility must be very

Secondly, sales processes. Mature

high if they are to succeed. They must be able to

digital selling organizations go beyond

consume and analyze data rapidly and then offer

offering sellers generic target market

their customers personalized insights based on

and prospect intelligence. They deploy

what they’ve learned.

enablement technology that shares the
right content with sellers at the right time

Successfull sales
organizations
build customer
relationships
through a
spectrum of
digital channels.

to deliver unique perspective to buyers,
strengthening their relationship.
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Across industries, there’s been an uneven focus
on honing these approaches. Several industries—
including telecommunications, information

01

Refresh the buyer’s
journey and sales process.

technology, software, and retail—were ahead

Think through how digital selling fits in with the

of the curve in adopting digital selling best

buyer’s experience. Evaluate how buyers prefer

practices, as buyers had already pushed

to consume information and start teaching them

them to make changes. But industries where

about other potential sources of information.

buyers spend less time engaging with social
platforms and consuming digital content had not
prioritized the development of these approaches
and skills among their salespeople. Now, with
digital adoption happening on a faster timeline

02

Recognize that talent is at
the heart of this change.

around the globe, industries that thought they

People are critical to success in this changing

had between three and five years to adopt

environment, so organizations must spend time

digital selling—such as agriculture, oil and

redefining what “good” talent looks like. Study

gas, construction, and real estate—have faced

adjacent industries to determine what types

pressure to do so in a span of just a few months.

of skills are prevalent or emerging. Are those
skills likely to be relevant in your industry? If so,

Organizations in industries that have been

start targeting those skills in your recruiting,

slower to embrace digital skills now have an

redeployment, and development initiatives.

opportunity to be early movers. They can find

Update job profiles and job descriptions to

a competitive advantage by being among the

reflect the changes in your selling model.

first to teach their customers something new,
expanding how they learn or gather information.
They should start by pausing to reflect on the
fundamentals and consider how those principles
are going to change in the next normal. They
should then take these two steps:

People are critical
to success in this
changing environment,
so organizations must
spend time redefining
what “good” talent
looks like.
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THE SALES TALENT
YOU HAVE:
ARE YOUR PEOPLE
PLACEHOLDERS OR
PACESETTERS?

THE SALES TALENT
YOU HAVE: ARE YOUR
PEOPLE PLACEHOLDERS
OR PACESETTERS?
Are salespeople ready to take on and master
the challenges of the next normal? For most
sales organizations, the answer is no. The data
is scary: before the pandemic, less than a
third of organizations (32%) said they had the
right salespeople to meet their business goals,
according to Korn Ferry’s 2019 World-Class Sales
Practices Study. This number dropped even
further in the early stages of the pandemic (in
Korn Ferry’s Virtual Selling Study 2020), to 30%,
reflecting organizations’ belief that they don’t
have the right talent to thrive in a virtual selling
environment either.

32%
Before the pandemic,
less than a third of
organizations (32%)
said they had the right
salespeople to meet
their business goals.
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Even more troubling, few organizations know

understanding is it possible to move away from

why their top performers win deals, according to

a talent approach based on experience toward

the World-Class Sales Practices Study. And the

one based on what current and future top sellers

answer isn’t obvious: the key to success isn’t in

are made of, and what makes them thrive.

measures of past performance, especially since
the selling environment of 2020—and beyond—

Having identified the exact “DNA” of top

is so different from what’s been known before.

sales talent, the real value of an assessment

However, because there’s a high correlation

approach is that it exposes exactly which

between those organizations that do understand

of these behaviors, traits and drivers are

why their top performers win and world-class

present within every individual across the

organizational performance, this is important

sales function. Assessments drive data-driven

work for sales organizations to undertake.

insights into individual strengths, weaknesses,
what the individual needs to learn based on

The Importance of an Assessment
Approach to Move from Gut Feel to
Data-Driven Decisions

their skills gaps, and how they prefer to learn

Talent assessment can provide a number of
different outputs. We asked recent webinar
attendees to pick the top 3 from this list that
they felt were the most useful:

62%
59%
56%
49%
44%
44%
40%

The performance drivers
for the individual
How to coach the individual
to higher performance

or be coached.

The ability to effectively
Following an analysis of what’s important

To get to the bottom of what makes high

for individual success, and how salespeople

sales performers excel at what they do, a

currently match up to this, the next step is to

talent strategy is needed to help understand

examine the team as a whole: how it works

and identify exactly what drives performance.

together to create success. Is the right team

Sales and HR leaders need to work together

composition in place to thrive in the new way

to learn about their top sellers’ “DNA”: the

of digital selling? Are there natural leaders,

behaviors, traits, and drivers that define success.

influencers, or key connectors operating behind

There’s no one-size-fits-all approach to this

the scenes? Do individuals prefer to contribute

activity, however, because it requires successful

ideas or execute them?

present solutions
How closely the individual
fits with the role profile
The development areas
for the individual
How my team
works together

selling behaviors to be related to how buyers
engage with the organization. Only with this

How the
individual learns

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%
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Aggregate level assessment data can be used to
uncover the overall make-up of high performing
teams, and can be used to plan for future talent
needs within the broader team context.

The Value of Personas in
Understanding Sales Talent

Korn Ferry
Personas
A Persona is a categorization based on key
aspects of personality. Personas offer a simple,
compelling starting point for:

One of the most valuable outputs from
an assessment is what Korn Ferry calls a
persona. A persona encompasses the core
aspects of an individual seller’s personality
by indicating four things:

01
02
03
04

How each
seller learns.
How the
person learns

How they need
to be coached

How those sellers
need to be coached.

How sellers perform in
your environment.

How they work
together as a team.

How they
perform in your
environment

How they work
together in a team
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Based on years
of research, Korn
Ferry has developed
eight personas:

Key
Above the mean
On the mean
Below the mean

01

Visionary

03

Facilitator

05

07

Advocate

Connector

Motivated to succeed,

Tolerant of risk and

Hard-working and focussed,

Connectors enjoy taking

Visionaries are flexible,

uncertainty, Facilitators

Advocates enjoy interacting

the lead on familiar tasks,

sociable, and positive.

are outgoing and

with and motivating others to

bringing together people

interpersonally adept.

acheive established goals.

and ideas.

Power

Identifying where
people fit within
these personas can
help organizations to
determine the best
way to develop and
coach their people,
and to assemble
effective teams.

Traits

Striving
Agility

Independence

Drivers

Structure
Power

02

04

06

08

Architect

Explorer

Driver

Stabilizer

Adaptable Architects

Unobtrusive Explorers

With quiet confidence,

Valuing consistencty,

independently work

are curious, adaptable

Drivers steadfastly

reserved Stabilizers can

hard to achieve.

and flexible.

work to achieve clear,

be counted on to support

challenging goals.

well-known tasks and
established processes.
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How Personas Respond to
Learning and Coaching

execute the team’s purpose. Each team member
will perform tasks differently, and the team’s
personas need to be capable of performing

Each persona has preferences when it comes

symbiotically in your evolving context.

to learning and coaching. For example, some
personas prefer to learn with others, including

When determining what the future looks like

their peers, coaches, and managers, while

for a sales organization, it’s important to define

others prefer to learn more independently.

whether selling will continue in a tactical or

A few personas prefer more specificity

transactional mode or whether it will become

and direction on goals, while others like to

much more strategic. Depending on the route

be more self-motivated or self-directed.

chosen, recruitment and development of people

Specific personas might like more variable

needs to align with personas that are likely to

content, or they might prefer targeted

thrive in that environment.

content. In the world of digital learning and
sales enablement, it’s important to create a

Before hiring or redeploying team members,

personalized learning journey that takes these

determine the ideal mix of work natures for

factors into account, because people learn

the organization, taking into consideration

and retain best when they are able to learn in

whether the work is task-focused or more social;

the format that they prefer.

prescriptive, with consistent tasks, or novel,
with unstructured, variable ones; stable or fast-

How Personas Affect Team
Performance

changing; more tactical or more strategic. With
this information, it becomes possible to adjust
the composition of the team to accommodate

Personas are also a critical driver of how

personas that are better suited to working

teams perform together. A team should

together today and that are geared toward the

consist of members with a varied range of

desired future sales strategies.

knowledge, skills, and expertise who share
the mindset required to work together to

In the world of
digital learning and
sales enablement,
it’s important to
create a personalized
learning journey that
takes personas into
account, because
people learn and
retain best when
they are able to learn
in the format that
they prefer.
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HOW CAN YOU
CLOSE THE SALES
TALENT GAP?

HOW CAN YOU CLOSE
THE SALES TALENT GAP?
With only 27% of organizations planning to add
to their sales team over the next year1, the most
likely route to closing sales talent gaps is to work
on developing and redeploying existing talent.
Korn Ferry has studied leading sales
organizations and determined three factors that
contribute to continually improving win rates:

01
02
03

Win rates increased by
7% in organizations that
used assessments.
Win rates rose by 8.4% in
organizations with ongoing,
formal sales enablement.
Win rates grew by 8.6% in
organizations with effective
formal coaching programs.

1 Korn Ferry (2020) Sales Performance Study

27%
With only 27% of
organizations planning
to add to their sales
team over the next year,
the most likely route to
closing sales talent gaps
is to work on developing
and redeploying
existing talent.
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Although there’s no single approach that works
in every situation, leading organizations follow a
five-step process towards this goal, which build
on the thinking outlined in the previous sections
of this report.

01

Know what DNA
employees need
to succeed.

02

Gather data and
analysis using
talent assessments.

04

Target learning and
training in a personalized
way to close skill gaps.

I.
II.

It brings people together. While learning through
technology may seem, at first blush, to be less personal, it
allows cohorts to be brought together for group training.

It’s important to gather the necessary data and

This is the most difficult part of facilitating

insights into individuals to ensure that the right

change: addressing people’s skill sets and

people continue to be placed in the right sales

mindsets. To achieve this goal, the correct

roles. Focus on gathering data about their skills

content is needed—and that usually doesn’t

and competencies; their traits and drivers, or

mean a standard training course; it needs to be

can be prioritized and sequenced to align to the individual’s

the “will do” aspect that creates engagement

personalized to the individual, based on their

personal development gaps. Additionally, tech-enabled learning

and energy for a task or role. When an

assessment results and their learning style.

allows sales managers to be talent managers, because they’ll

It enables personalization at scale. Organizations can
deliver training in small groups or even one-on-one
in digital workspaces, based on learning preferences

such as structured versus self-guided learning. Learning content

It’s critical to look at changes in the operating

individual’s skills, drivers, and traits are aligned

have a framework of data, backed by skills, designed to drive

environment, buyer journey and sales process to

with a Success Profile for a role, they’ll find it

performance improvement.

identify the core DNA for salesperson success.

energizing and will do their best work.

A leading talent practice focuses on creating
Success Profiles, which combine everything
known about individual, team, and organizational
success to define what “good” talent looks like.

03

Identify the personas
in your workforce.

05

Reinforce learning through
micro-learning, tools, and
ongoing coaching.

III.

It reinforces learning at the point of work. It’s simple
and seamless to deploy just-in-time learning that
makes sense in the context of workflows rather than

Training and development are not singular

making employees learn in the abstract. For example, leading

events; they have the most impact as a journey.

organizations have developed learning technology that integrates

Success Profiles describe the work that needs to

Leading organizations gather data that shows

Coaching and reinforcement are essential

with their CRM to reinforce appropriate selling behaviors. As a

be done in each role and the skills, experiences,

how each individual prefers to learn and work.

to embedding learning. Often, because

result, the technology supports and challenges salespeople at just

competencies, and traits that successful

Doing this allows companies to be able to

organizations are doing this work at scale, these

the right time, so they’re required—and enabled—to constantly

jobholders are likely to possess. Using these

ensure that workers are not only deployed in the

tools will be technology-driven. Technology-

develop and grow.

Profiles informs studies of talent for gaps, and

optimal role but also have the right resources,

enabled learning delivers three critical benefits:

the creation of a blueprint for acquiring new

training, coaching, and colleagues to facilitate

talent and developing the existing sales team.

their work.

Following this process, organizations can
chart a road map to equip their people with the
competencies and skills to weather a complex,
challenging journey over the next months and
years and thrive in the new normal.
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MOVING INTO
THE FUTURE

MOVING INTO
THE FUTURE
In the world of sales, the onset of COVID-19
marked the turning of a chapter. Following years
of soaring revenues and ever-climbing quotas,
many organizations came into 2020 with the
expectation that these trends would continue.
While buying and selling had been slowly
trending this direction for years, COVID-19
marks the point where virtual selling became the
norm—and the early evidence so far is that both
buyers and sellers expect a bulk of the changes
to become permanent.

Transforming sales
organizations
starts with in-depth
knowledge of sales
talent; what makes
people tick, and how to
take them to the next
level of performance.

Transforming sales organizations starts with indepth knowledge of sales talent; what makes
people tick, and how to take them to the next
level of performance. The stronger and more
precise talent insights on your salespeople that
you have at your fingertips, the easier it is to
adjust talent strategy to ensure excellence in
what is still an uncertain future.
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QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS

Questions from attendees of
Korn Ferry’s recent webinar

need to be creative in how they can
keep that interaction via Zoom and other
similar platforms. For transactional sales,

Q

In our company we have two
types of selling processes—one for
technical specialty sales, where it

In our webinar “The future of sales talent:

sellers must look for ways to create new

Understand the full picture,” attendees had

opportunities and be a good ongoing

and another more like commodity sales,

many great questions on this content.

partner by sharing solutions that can solve

which requires the seller to have more

unforeseen problems.

market/competitive knowledge in an

requires a deep technical seller knowledge,

Take a look at some of them, and the

industry/geography. Do you see a difference

subject matter experts’ responses.

from your research in technical sales

Q

How do you see the approach to
relational sales vs transactional
sales going forward? Many of our

key accounts require a substantial relational
component to build trust, sustainability, and
longevity with our customers.

Q
A

We hear the term “digitally

processes versus commodity sales processes?

enabled” selling. Can you share

We see the core of selling

A

remaining unchanged. We still

again, all need this). As you move further out,

need to do all the things in a

the disciplines diverge. Technical buyers often

your thoughts on what that 			
means, practically speaking?

Think of concentric circles. All sales
need some core assets: skills and
methodology. The next circle is

technology, coaching, and reinforcement (once

virtual setting that we previously did face-

need technical sellers, with specific knowledge

Buyers’ expectations are higher

to-face. There are some practical changes

and credibility—these are additional layers. Most

than ever. Whether it’s relational or

needed—use of technology (Zoom, etc.),

environments are as you describe, and fit into

transactional sales, the core tenets

social selling skills, AI, and research—

two or three categories or families. This is why

of selling stay true: creating opportunities,

but these must be complemented with

individual learning journeys are critical: they

managing opportunities, and growing

understanding the way that a buyer wants

handle the common pieces for consistency, but

relationships. Today’s environment has caused

to interact and changing your sales process

also the individual aspects. We would also say

different skills and competencies to become

to align to that. Finally, it’s critical to make

that layering on personas will let you map out

more important in each of those areas. For

sure that the technology is in place to

how people learn—which can be very different

example, for relational sales there’s no face-

support coaching, learning (at the point of

for technical and commodity sales processes.

to-face interaction with customers, so sellers

work), and reinforcement.

A

Buyers’
expectations
are higher than
ever. Whether
it’s relational or
transactional
sales, the
core tenets of
selling stay
true: creating
opportunities,
managing
opportunities,
and growing
relationships.
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Q
A

What evidence do you have to

back. However, it’s with the individual to

support that there are more internal

embrace these changes and take the initiative in

conversations occurring today vs. 		

considering ways they could engage with, and

pre-pandemic?

practice, new approaches.

In surveys, our research team asked if
collaboration has increased over the
pandemic, and the answer was yes. We

are assuming that an increase in collaboration
will result in more conversations.

Q

Do you believe that it is with
individuals to take the initiative,
or do you believe it’s for the

Q
A

How do you leverage high performers
(those who are “carrying the weight”)
without burning them out?
The key is to move the middle
performers and not overly rely on the
top stars. If you don’t do that, then

you will rely on high performers more than you
should, and ultimately attrition may increase.

organization to arm their commercial

A sales talent strategy to move the middle

teams with the correct tools to inspire

band of performers is key. Central to this is

their customers?

understanding the traits, drivers, and behaviors

A

of top performers—then hiring against those,
Definitely both. The organization must

and developing existing people to that profile

make the changes to align with the

through training and ongoing coaching.

customer—sales process, messaging,

marketing alignment, etc. Individuals must also
be supported in their personalized development
journey to develop new skills (and reinforce
existing skills), methodology to engage their
clients, and technology to support and report
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Q
A

What types of assessments

and it is relatively easy to assess against them

would you recommend to

if you feel that they are critical to a role. A

understand high performers?

good assessment tool will help you identify
exactly what you mean by the terms in your

This is a very important question.

environment and culture, and then you can

Start with a good-quality, detailed

look for them in candidates and confirm in

assessment that looks at competencies

behavioral interviews.

(technical and behavioral), traits, and drivers.
Then you can study the high performers to see
what stands out in your environment and culture
(this is important—some will be common, but
others will be nuanced to your world, and it is
often these that really differentiate). Once you
have the profile of a high performer by role, you
can easily assess the rest of the population for
development and use it as a hiring profile.

Q
A

sales groups in particular? Not looking
at the generic ones, but tailored to 		
sales groups.
Our profiles—many thousands, amassed
over years—are a starting point for all
the key roles and levels. These can then

be tailored and modified with an individual client

What changes in Korn Ferry

to make sure that they fit a specific sales group.

assessments have you made to

Once the profiles are established and tested,

reflect the new selling model?

they can be maintained using AI and updated as
things change.

The assessments themselves are
evolving all the time, in terms of
look and feel, ease of use, and

effectiveness. It is the content and weighting

Q
A

Q
A

Does Korn Ferry have assessments for

of the competencies, skills, traits, and drivers
Assessing grit or determination is very

that is on the move. This must be kept up-

hard in an interview environment. What

to-date by watching and monitoring the

tools or assessments can get at these 		

entire market, by industry and geography, to

relatively vague concepts?

make sure that the validity of the core data is
updated and kept current.

Q
A

Personalization of development is
needed—but how do you scale this in
the fast environment?
We would say this is vital, not just
important. Personalization doesn’t
need to mean slow or difficult to scale.

Be sure that you find a partner who has the

Actually, the data is really helpful here—

right technology platform (you probably want

provided that you have enough of it

to integrate it with your own) and an industrial-

and can organize it to provide insight.

strength way of building individual journeys—

Determination and grit are what we would call

Determination
and grit are
what we would
call traits; they
are usually
pretty set in a
personality, and
it is relatively
easy to assess
against them
if you feel that
they are critical
to a role.

then you are set up!

traits; they are usually pretty set in a personality,
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Q
A

When you talk about analytics
in driving change, what if your
organization is small? What can you
do to bolster the validity of the data?
We look at the broad data around
the characteristics of the roles,
irrespective of the size of an

organization. You may need to tweak the

Q
A

How should a firm’s compensation
plan vary according to salespeople’s
personas? Or should the plan be onesize-fits-all regardless of persona?
It’s not a one-size-fits-all. A persona
is not a predictor of performance, but
rather an indicator of how someone

learns; within a particular organization, it can

priority or weighting of a role for your specific

cluster by performance level. This means

organization, but this is easily done.

that compensation plans are unlikely to be
built around personas. We would expect

Q
A

compensation and reward to be tailored
From Korn Ferry, can you

to roles, regions, and markets—based on

please define a persona versus

performance—rather than personas. As an

a competency?

aside, certain personas may be motivated
more or less by a plan.

A persona is a grouping of
people based on six predominant
characteristics. To derive them, we

looked at millions of profiles, and the patterns
that you see in the eight personas emerged.
A competency is more of an individual, standalone aspect of a person. Competencies can also
be developed and improved, whereas the pieces
that make up a persona are more fundamental.

For more insights,
watch our webinar
“The future of sales
talent: Understand
the full picture.”
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Accelerating revenue growth: Improving the

Korn Ferry Sell is a native Salesforce application

performance of an entire sales team takes

that combines sales methodology and

more than training. Our holistic approach

technology to help organizations increase sales.

allows organizations to execute methodology

It shows sellers the actions that drive success

and process changes over the long term,

and provides clearer visibility for sales leaders—

taking you from defining what success looks

ultimately informing them where time needs to

like (Success Profiles) through to assessment,

be focused to accelerate deals.

coaching, training, and reinforcement for your
team. We help you improve the performance

Learn more about Korn Ferry Sell:

for all of your sales talent and ensure that
new approaches are executed over the long
term—across manager and team-member
roles, from account management and business

https://www.kornferry.com//
solutions/kf-digital/kf-sell

development to sales support
Learn more about our Accelerating Revenue
Growth solution:

https://www.kornferry.com/
accelerating-revenue-growth
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About Korn Ferry
Korn Ferry is a global organizational
consulting firm. We work with
organizations to design their
organizational structures, roles, and
responsibilities. We help them hire the
right people and advise them on how
to reward, develop, and motivate their
workforce. And we help professionals
navigate and advance their careers.

Learn more at www.kornferry.com
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